AD Mirror Systems:

The AD Mirror Systems platforms were
designed to assist individuals with a
variety of needs. There are no knobs,
levers or fasteners to turn, so even



individuals with limited dexterity can
use the mirror system independently.



Some of the many uses include:







Aiding individuals with an Ostomy
or Colostomy in cleaning or
changing their appliance.



Aiding individuals with Diabetes or
Amputees in inspecting and





cleaning their skin or wounds.



Aiding individuals with Spinal Cord
Injuries or Disorders in performing
personal care activities.



Any activity that requires a third
hand to make life a little easier to
perform routine daily tasks.

AD Mirror Systems are the brainchild
of the lead designer Ron Dolar. He is a
medical needs patient himself and aspires to enhance the lives of those with
health care needs that desire greater
independence in their lives.

Greater Independence for a life
lived with Fewer Limitations



Easy to both assemble and to
disassemble.
Adjust both the mirror height
and viewing position to meet
your needs.
All of the sections slip together
without tightening or loosening
knobs, levers or fasteners.
Systems can be used standing,
seated or lying down.
Features stainless steel construction that is durable & hygienic.
Once the System is adjusted
both hands are free to be used
to perform the tasks required to
maintain your independence.

Contact Us:

ADproducts, LLC

AD MIRROR SYSTEMS

PO Box 48122
Spokane, WA 99228-1122

By ADProducts, LLC

Call Us: 1-888-959-6770



Email: admsinfo@adproducts.us

Visit our website:
www.admirrorsystems.com




HOME
TROOPER
FOOT INSPECTION

Home Mirror System

Trooper Mirror System

Primarily designed for home use. Our
Home Mirror System is made with a
larger diameter stainless steel tubing,
and is the most stable mirror platform
system.

This System is designed for wherever
your lifestyle takes you. It’s lighter,
stainless steel wire design makes the
system easily portable in a backpack
and great for both home and travel use..

The Home Mirror System includes our
horseshoe base, three interchangeable
mast sections (14”, 16” 18”), one branch
section and a sealed mirror with 41.25
square inches of viewing area. This unit
was designed to work in a standing, sitting or lying down positions .

The Trooper Mirror System includes our
lightweight horseshoe base, three interchangeable mast sections (14”, 16”
18”), one branch section and a sealed
mirror with 41.25 square inches of
viewing area. This unit was designed to
work in a sitting or lying down positions.

Foot Inspection Mirror
This System is designed primarily for
diabetic and amputee use, focusing
on skin or wound inspections on the
feet. It’s lighter stainless steel wire
design also makes it great for home
and travel use.
The Foot Inspection Mirror System
includes our lightweight stainless
steel base, one lightweight stainless
steel branch section and a sealed
stainless steel mirror with 41.25
square inches of viewing area.

MIRROR PLATFORM: All of our AD Mirror Systems Platforms are designed to
provide the user unassisted, hands-free body viewing flexibility. The systems are
adjustable in height and or angle without knobs or levers to tighten or loosen. The
Systems easily adjust to provide a clear view of most body areas. All materials
used to build our AD Mirror Systems are high-quality stainless steel, making them
easy to clean and maintain and ready to use in any room including the bathroom.

Call Us: 1-888-959-6770

Website: www.admirrorsystems.com

